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THE HONORABLE STACEY SIMON, MONO COUNTY COUNSEL, has
requested an opinion on the following question:
Must the California Department of Transportation pay
fees to cover Mono County’s costs for (1) inspecting, and
preparing a report on, the Department’s surface mining
operations as required by the Surface Mining and Reclamation
Act, and (2) performing other duties under the Act
CONCLUSION
The California Department of Transportation (1) must pay fees
to cover Mono County’s costs for inspecting, and preparing a
report on, the Department’s surface mining operations as
required by the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act, but (2) is
exempt from paying fees for the other duties Mono County is
required to perform under the Act.
ANALYSIS
The Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA) establishes
[1]

state policy for regulating surface mining operations.
SMARA
requires every surface mining operation to undergo an annual
inspection and to have a permit, a reclamation plan, and
financial assurances to effectuate the reclamation plan.[2]
The primary responsibility for implementing these requirements
lies with “lead agencies,” which are usually cities or

counties.[3] To cover its reasonable costs incurred in
implementing the Act, a lead agency “may impose a fee upon
each mining operation.”[4]
Mono County is a lead agency under SMARA, and it charges fees
to mining operators to recover its implementation costs. One
such operator is the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans), which operates gravel pits from which aggregate is
mined for highway construction and maintenance projects. The
question presented for our analysis is whether Caltrans, as a
public agency, is exempt from paying SMARA fees to Mono
County.
Public Agency Exemption from Public Fees Generally
Government Code section 6103 exempts public agencies from
paying fees for official services performed by another public
agency unless a statute “specifically provides otherwise.”[5]
We have previously determined that the term “official service”
refers to the performance by a public agency of a duty imposed
by law.[6] Thus the duties required of a lead agency under SMARA
constitute “official services,” and section 6103 exempts
Caltrans from paying fees to Mono County for those services
unless some provision in SMARA’s statutory scheme specifically
[7]

provides otherwise.

In examining SMARA to determine whether it creates an
exception to section 6103, we use settled principles of
statutory construction. “[The] first task in construing a
statute is to ascertain the intent of the Legislature so as to
effectuate the purpose of the law. In determining such intent,
[we] look first to the words of the statute themselves, giving
to the language its usual, ordinary import and according
significance, if possible, to every word, phrase and sentence
in pursuance of the legislative purpose. A construction making
some words surplusage is to be avoided. The words of the

statute must be construed in context, keeping in mind the
statutory purpose, and statutes or statutory sections relating
to the same subject must be harmonized, both internally and
with each other, to the extent possible.” [8] “If there is no
ambiguity in the language, we presume the Legislature meant
what it said and the plain meaning of the statute governs.”[9]
Fees for Inspecting and Reporting on a Public Agency’s Mining
Operation
With respect to fees charged by a lead agency to inspect and
prepare a report on a public agency’s mining operation, we
find that the plain language of SMARA creates an exception to
section 6103’s general exemption—which means that Caltrans is
obligated to pay fees to the county for performing these
responsibilities.
Under Public Resources Code section 2774, subdivision (b), a
lead agency must cause each surface mining operation in its
jurisdiction to be inspected annually for the purpose of
determining whether the operation is in compliance with SMARA;
the lead agency must then report to the California Department
of Conservation on the state of compliance.[10] On the subject
of cost, this statute provides that the “operator shall be
solely responsible for the reasonable cost of the
inspection.” [11] “Operator” is defined as “any person who is
engaged in surface mining operations,” [12] and “person” is
defined as “any individual . . . or any city, county,
district, or the state or any department or agency thereof.”[13]
In turn, Public Resources Code section 2207, subdivision (e),
authorizes a lead agency to impose a fee on each mining
operation to cover its reasonable costs in implementing SMARA.
Read together, these provisions clearly express an exception
to section 6103 by requiring each operator—which includes
public agencies, such as Caltrans—to reimburse the lead agency

for its reasonable costs of inspection and reporting.[14]
Therefore, we conclude that Caltrans is not exempt under
section 6103 from paying reasonable fees imposed by Mono
County to inspect and prepare a report on Caltrans’s surface
mining operations.
Fees for Performing Other Duties
With respect to other duties that SMARA requires a lead agency
to perform, we conclude that SMARA does not create an
exception to section 6103.
In addition to performing annual inspections and preparing
reports, SMARA requires lead agencies to (among other things)
review permit requests, reclamation plans, and financial
assurances.[15] But, in contrast to the inspection-cost statute
requiring operators to bear the cost of annual inspections and
[16]

reports,
SMARA contains no provision requiring operators to
pay for these other functions. Instead, there is only a
general fee statute—Public Resources Code section 2207—which
authorizes a lead agency to impose a fee on “each mining
operation.”[17]
Upon close reading, we conclude that SMARA’s general fee
statute, by itself, does not create an exception to section
6103. Specifically, for the limited purposes of SMARA’s cost
and fee statutes, we find significance in the difference
between the terms “operator,” as used in the inspection-cost
statute—and “mining operation,” as used in the general fee
statute. As our Supreme Court has instructed, we must presume
that different words are used for different purposes in a
statute, unless examination of the whole statutory scheme
shows otherwise.[18]
Examining

SMARA

as

a

whole,

including

its

legislative

history, [19] we conclude that the Legislature’s use of the

different terms “operator” and “mining operation” in SMARA’s
inspection-cost and general fee provisions was deliberate.
Public Resources Code section 2207, the general fee statute,
was enacted in 1990, and authorizes two sets of fees.
Subdivision (d) provides for state fees, to offset the costs
of the Department of Conservation’s role in implementing
SMARA,[20] and subdivision (e) provides for lead agency fees.[21]
Subdivisions (d) and (e) both impose fees on the mining
operation rather than the operator. The first version of the
1990 bill that added section 2207 imposed only one fee, which
was to be submitted by the “person in charge” of the mine and
divided equally between the state and the lead agency.[22] After
several amendments, the bill’s final language imposed two sets
of fees on “each mining operation.” [23] The same bill also
amended section 2774 of the Public Resources Code to require a
lead agency to perform annual inspections of each mining
operation, and to make the “operator” responsible for the
[24]

reasonable cost of inspections.
The language requiring the
operator to bear the inspection cost has never been amended.
Based on this history, and as discussed above, we believe the
Legislature’s use of the term “operator” in the inspectioncost statute shows an intent to create an exception to section
6103’s general rule exempting public agencies from having to
pay fees for official services performed by another public
agency. In contrast, we believe the Legislature’s use of the
different term “mining operation” in the general fee statute
shows the opposite intent, that is, not to create an exception
to section 6103.
Our interpretation gains support from the 1992 enactment of
Public Resources Code section 2719, which creates an express
exception to section 6103 for the state fee: “Notwithstanding
any other provision of law, neither the state nor any county,
city, district, or other political subdivision shall be exempt
from any fee imposed upon a mining operation pursuant to

subdivision (d) of Section 2207.” [ 2 5 ] Had the Legislature
intended the term “mining operation,” as used in the general
fee statute, to create an exception to section 6103, then it
would have been unnecessary and superfluous for the
Legislature to enact Public Resources Code section 2719 to
create a specific exception for the state fee. “We do not
presume that the Legislature performs idle acts, nor do we
construe statutory provisions so as to render them
superfluous.”[26] Thus, the enactment of Public Resources Code
section 2719 persuades us that SMARA’s general fee statute
does not create an exception to section 6103.
Therefore, we conclude that Caltrans is exempt under section
6103 from paying fees to Mono County for responsibilities
performed under SMARA, other than for the reasonable costs of
annual inspections and reports.
Conclusion
We conclude that the California Department of Transportation
(1) must pay fees to cover Mono County’s costs for inspecting,
and preparing a report, on the Department’s surface mining
operations as required by the Surface Mining and Reclamation
Act, but (2) is exempt from paying fees for the other duties
Mono County is required to perform under the Act.
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